AUV-Coat 20” UV Coater
20” UV and Aqueous Coater Systems
with Feeder or Hand Fed

FEATURES:
• Automatic UV/AQ coating solutions for digital print or offset output
• Fast and easy cleanup
  • User-friendly control panel
  • UV and aqueous coatings
• One side metering roller and rubber roller adjustment
• Dual ridged polymer doctor blade for bottom roller cleanup
• Full recirculation pump system
• Vacuum hold-down throughout conveyor paper path
• Ultra compact footprint
• Easy access UV/IR chambers for lamp replacement and maintenance
• Run up to 3/8” thick substrate (without feeder)
• Optional automatic vacuum feeder and receding stacker

Technical Specifications
• Size: 98” (L) x 37” (W) x 43” (H)
• 220 V, 1Ph, 50amp Service Required
• 3500 SPH w/Feeder
• Stock Weight Minimum: 80lb Text
• Includes Integral Infrared System
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